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After the disappearance of nation-states about 70 years ago and the unconsciously

driven global capital structures - optimized  solely for profit-growth (profiteering) -

completely destroyed all traditional social forms, so that the demographic situation of

saturated geographical units, no longer suitable for capital allocation, exploded,  all

one accompanied by (glacial or anthropogenic) climate change is culminating today. 

The current "World Systhema" (as the most primitive life-form, which has a terribly

destructive impact on social consciousness), represents the unimaginable - and totally

unknown  to  mortal  man  -  destruction  and  global  dead-end  of  corporate  share

ownership (thus of dispersed irresponsibility).

This "Systhema", of course, can only work successfully in a society that has been

dumbed down to the extreme.

Here and now, the migrant-gender issue is also really a consumer systhem issue : in

the  Bermuda triangle of the market production-profit-cycle, it is irrelevant whether

one is European,  white or black and of what religion or gender, but if a  location

becomes  saturated  (the  realizable  gains  of  "redistribution"  –  the  increment)  are

reduced,  then  a  slave  homeostasis  of  consumer  'productive  capacity',  i.  e.

„Systhema”-sustaining  human digestive pits and stupid voters, must be implanted

there (globalisation), treated like nutella and supported by (originally very humanoid

motivation) basic income (UBI), otherwise it is all over (globaloma).

Contrary  to  previous  practice,  therefore,  the  inclusion  and  socialisation  into  the

public  consciousness  of  the  remaining  pigment-rich  civilisations  with  different
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cultures,  or  even  the  previously  criminalised  LGBTQQRSTVZXY minorities,  etc.,

suddenly become important, all of which increase the consumer-voter capacity of the

„Systhema”.

For a while...

Now everyone matters!  -  after  exploitation of land owned and depleted by white

people. 

Providing large-scale corporations on a global scale in these areas has become limited

and further unprofitable, so the syncretic age of the new humanism has come. 

Under its  logo,  through administrative domination (Big Data)  technologies of the

“deep-state”   in  the  tax  structure  of  Universal  Basic  Income  the  returns  from

increased consumer capacity are in fact decant off,  trickily, by the big companies

involved locally and globally, thus puppetising the democratic "Systhema" ethos of

the so-called market economy, sanctioned by the EU parliament. So the "income" of

the community (state) owned believing and taxpaying citizens is converted into the

portfolios of corporations, all ideologised by the EU-Union comprador administrators

and  Media and  the  re-converted  redistribution  is  organised  EU-continental.

Today, the development of Facebook's "Meta" offers, in addition to real registrations,

virtual  "Avatar  accounts"  of  unlimited  quantity,  which  multiply  the  purchasing

capacity previously tied to one person, thus increasing the consumer efficiency of

"recyclical chakra" in infinite space - and postponing the collapse of the "locality"

that is saturating cyberspace.

Most citizens of "advanced democracies" are motivated by the conviction that they

must vote against an out-of-control system, free of any self-limitation, but the more

intelligent have already realised that they are incapable of exercising real political

power,  and  that  their  endless  series  of  elections  only  legitimise  their  own  basic

servitude.

"Systhema"  has  an  indirect  effect  on  sociostasis,  creating  a  monochrome,

dematerialized, all-digitizing "Davos Culture" in which today only pure alienation

thrive, and where social anomie crushes biological norms and chip away the human

body.



Aliens tearing each other on the planet.

And the comprador administration of Europe, closed in kraal, watches the socium

disintegrate beneath it like an amberfrozen  insect.

Maybe  the  mode  of  production  after  all  does  have  an  influence  on  people's

consciousness ?! 

The time may come when cemeteries will  be re-digitalised to replenish consumer

numbers .

(Assets management  of  the reincarnation  [rate of return]  through the Kondratieff

recycles of samsāra).

http://www.guo.hu/___WORDPRESS/Laszlo-Hortobagyi_Gayan-Uttejak-

Orchestra/_Thoughts_Hortopaedia/2013_Online-reincarnation_(eL-

Horto2013)_ENG.pdf

Because, as we have seen above, there is no population replacement, but a necessary

enlargements of consumers by imports in order to maintain the compelled mode of

production recycled by the 1 % caste society on a global scale, via the help of their

economic, political and technological power.

http://www.guo.hu/___WORDPRESS/Laszlo-Hortobagyi_Gayan-Uttejak-

Orchestra/_By_The_Way/Apocapitalismo/2011_The network of global corporate

control.pdf

This is symbolised by the image: a Gothic cathedral with a homeless man with AIDS

dying at its base.

When the "nature of the World Systhema" is tumble in China's favour (Li Taj Po is

rolling  in  his  grave),  the  current  Western  "systema  teleion"  will  be  worth  the

apocapitalist apocalypticism of its own wasteful "market economy", all despite being

forced to introduce the heavenly but glitch UBI practice of "principle of redemtion of

all beings" of Christianity and the original communism, as previously described : of

course  far from humanistic platforms
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At the  same time,  the  growing  expansion of  A.I. and  robotization  intensifies  the

brutality of  Janus-faced „Systhema” : while the employed workforce works 12-14

hours a day until the age of 10-50, the sociological excess of capitalism is idly and

aimlessly  destroying  the  planet,  until  the  moment  when  robotics  becomes  more

profitable  than  living  labour,  by  this  time  the  number  of   people  involved  in

production will have been reduced to a few hundred million.

It is now the present already.

My previous decade-long view is  that  the surplus of  people made redundant  and

marginalized  in  the  mythopoetic  but  detectable  "Kondratyev"-type  cycles  of

capitalism are now being treated by sex, synthetic drugs, cable TV-film series , rock-

trance music  or  everyday  Virtual  Reality, community  Medias,  COVID and  the

privately owned Big Data. 

I consider these very obsolete today, because they are less efficient than to cremating

the  sociological  surplus  extracted  from  social  homeostasis  in  the  craters  of  an

Icelandic volcano,  cheaply  and  ecologically,  by  refilling  a  helicopter  paternoster

system (example: the Chinook Ch-47 type), loaded in kanban-lego mode.

In Europa the most useful are  Eyjafjallajökull, Bárðarbunga  in  Iceland, or  Mount

Etna in Sicily.

If this is not possible by the the Medias, which are transforming the continents due to

the low efficiency and "immoral imperative" of the  "Systhema" 's stinketh flagged

funeral  system of  the  consciousness industry (Pearl Harbor, Tonkini Bay, WTC,



Iraq, Dimona, Covid, Afghanistan, etc.), then the only humanoid solution right now is

to  pollute  another  and  the  nearest  habitable  planet  (before  contamination  of  the

Galaxy), as Rapa-nui also measures “fukushima” and the Great Barrier Reef, which

accounts for 15% of the earth’s oxygen production capacity,  20% -a has already been

destroyed.  

It  is  possible,  however,  that  large corporations  will  flush  the seas  (as  if  this  has

already begun) in order to maintain the Pax Peristaltika global cycle of consumption

(samsāra) and shift to a more lucrative ecological meat-efficiency practice.

Of course, even with this superficial knowledge of things, I find all this natural, and

one thing we can be sure of is that even the current technological high-tech excludes

the possible, desirable and future unification of social forces that want change.

Therefore,  a  real  productive  termitesociety,   crippled  for  consumption  -  this  is

evolutionarily legitimate - is realized, where the growth and the cyclical production

samsāra,  is either forced to transform or trade wars take over the role of traditional

wars and/or growth and competition are outsourced to outer space, to the planets,

because the only antidote  to nuclear  world wars on earth is precisely the global-

planetary dispersion of the property network of capital structures. 

That's what the "thinkethologists" species say,  the actors of history : they don't know,

but they do.

Whether they knew it or not, the life of the citizens of Eastern Europe, for example,

was  also  influenced  by  the  fact  that  in  these  Zones,  after  World  War  II.  was

temporarily  established,   a  not  capitalist  but  socialist   static  caste  system  with

crumbly  social   boundaries  (sociostrata),   in  whose  late  disintegration,  not

coincidentally, the Marxist mutation of the idea of the successful rise to power of the

intelligentsia, i.e. the class with the privilege of "knowledge", reappears.

The local  drift  of  history  and the  "World  Systhema",  in  synergy with the  satanic

nature of biological evolution (as we know „Nature is the temple of Satan”),  seems

to  have  led  its  original  sentient  beings  to  betray  and  abandon  ship,  instead  of

sketching  a  possible  alternative  future,  or  describing    a  however  fictitious   but

alternative East-European community, but  they quickly embedded in the  lucrative



corporate sociology and the liberal world order overseen by corporations.

The  short  existence  and  extinction  story  of  science  fiction  is  also  an  excellent

example of the virulent survivability of the "World Systhema" in the general process

of  deflagration  alternative  visions  through  the  unconscious  homeostasis  Moloch,

where  successful  visionary  writers  act  as  condoms  to  deflecting  and  select  out

competing "ejaculates" of possible systemic alternatives into a problem-free dead-end

trajectory. 

We can also provide endless roster, including in the field of film and literature: there

is  no  cultural  product  that  names  the  causes  of  the  suffering  of  the  (exclusively

individual) existential structures depicted as "Systhema" failures.

Each  of  these  'creations'  illustrates  the  Faraday cages  of  social  consciousness

cemented and conditioned into the sociostasis of the all-time, as well as the effective

consciousness industry of Big Data holders in creating and maintaining these cages.

At the same  is a psychedelic community on this Earth (Transociety),  with correct

values and perseverance, with a new ecological concept, and who, unlike the artificial

goodness  of  religiosity,  have  a  natural  view  of   all  living  (human-animal)

beings'salvation,  living their lives in a kind of evolutionary classless solidarity (in

subliminal sociostasis). 

They are  the  catacombs  beings of  our  time,  who,  however,  with their  music  and

culture,  leave  this  world,  and  thus,  as  forced  subjects  of  prevailing  society,  are

sociologically  disconnected,  leak-away,   ceasing  to  be  the  political  base  of

ideological-power blocks,  thus fermenting the possible fate of the world with their

growing numbers.

And although there will never be another social revolution on this planet, so when the

"termites"  get left  and the foundations of the Empire have been "chewing away"  -

so litmus paper of the  Mithrasian „Good” „and  Maleficent” will be this inevitable

occurrence - then the  "World Systhema" will  collapse.  The algorithm is so purely

"quantum biological" that it can be trusted, it is just a matter of patience: all the fish

that croak  the ones that ventured ashore - are still fish today...



 (Lāszlō Hortobāgyi,  http://www.guo.hu  & corresponding member of   "Budavāri

Kutyāk & Cicāk" website)
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